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Abstract
Object-oriented database systems (ooDBMSs) are supposed to offer at least the functionality available in commercial
relational DBMSs of today. One important consequence of this is that they have to provide a separation of the global
(conceptual) database schema from the external schema (“subschema”) of a particular task. Views are a mechanism
to realize this data independence. In addition, they also support multiple levels of detail, security and authorization,
and interoperability in a heterogeneous environment. In a relational DBMS, views are defined by queries. However,
they can not be freely updated. We describe concepts of an object model and query language that are necessary for
object view definitions. We show that updating object views is much more feasible than in the case of relational
views. The key property of a query language leading to this result is object preserving operator semantics. That is,
in contrast to many previous object algebras, query results are sets of existing objects instead of data tuples or new
objects. Consequently, we have to solve the classification problem: where to include the view in the type and class
lattices.
Keywords: Object-Oriented Databases, Object Model, Object Algebra, Views, View Updates.

1 Introduction
Relational database systems provide a very simple, yet powerful view mechanism: any query, since
it returns a relation, can be used to define a view, that is, an additional (derived, virtual) relation.
Abstracting from the details of a particular query language, views are defined by a statement such as
“define view name as query.” In this paper, we show how the same can be done in an object-oriented
database system. Relational views can not be updated freely, since it is often ambiguous how to trace
view updates back to updates of base tuples. Views containing the key of their (one) underlying base
relation can be updated. In an ooDBMS, since objects have an identity independent of their associated
values, this problem disappears, if the query language preserves objects’ identities. We discuss properties
of an object-oriented query language that are necessary to allow for updatable object views.
There are the following four major reasons why to support view capabilities in an object-oriented
database system: (1) size of the global schema (just for manageability we may need to split into smaller
pieces); (2) authorization (show only relevant data, that is, restrict access by visibility); (3) integration in
a heterogeneous environment (provide customized ‘data models’ for different clients); and (4) “upward
compatibility” (views have proven useful in relational DBMSs, ooDBMSs are supposed to extend the
functionality of RDBMSs).
In fact, there is large consensus that views should be definable in an ooDBMS. As ooDBMSs
are a quite novel area of research, we refer to the literature on object-oriented data models instead of
implemented systems. There is a constantly increasing number of such publications, however, only a
few of them mention views at all. Some list view definition capabilities as an objective in their query
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language design, but do not elaborate on the problem after describing the query language. Many of the
proposed object-oriented query languages have an inherent problem: They either generate new objects
or just data tuples (values) as query results. In the former case, views defined by these queries would
not contain base objects, so updates do not propagate. In the latter case, no methods can be applied to
query results, nor will updates make any sense. We will come back to these proposals in the discussion
after we have presented our solution.
The key idea that leads to a fully flexible view definition capability of a query language is to make the
operations object preserving: The objects contained in the result of a query are the input objects (some
of them, in general). Object preservation is important for it makes updates propagate automatically:
an update to an object in a view is an update of a base object. In the context of views there are two
directions for update propagation:
1. Updates on base objects are reflected in views. This distinguishes views from snapshots, where
copies of the base objects are taken that are kept separate and may change independently.
2. Updates on view objects should propagate to the underlying base objects where possible. This view
update problem is known to be difficult in the relational context. Since there, “object identity” is
tied to key attribute values, only views containing the key may be updated [GPZ88, SLW88].
Obviously, with object preserving query semantics, both directions of update propagation will follow
naturally. We have shown earlier [SS90a] how to define an object preserving query algebra. It is
particularly noticeable that object preserving semantics can be given to all query operators, including
joins and complex expressions. Thus, there is no limitation of the expressive power queries used for
view definitions. Here we will show that views defined by such a query language can almost freely
be updated.
We present our results in the context of a particular object model, COCOON. Even though object
models usually differ quite a lot in the particular terminology used or in several details, there is broad
consensus on the high-level concepts that should be provided. The object model we use is fairly standard,
so the results can be interpreted and adopted to other models as well. Besides object preservation,
further important concepts of COCOON, which are exploited in our approach to view updates, are:
multiple instantiation (objects may be instances of more than one type and they may change types
dynamically), multiple class membership (objects may be members of several classes at the same time;
class membership may also be changed dynamically), and class predicates (defining necessary—and
sometimes also sufficient—constraints on members of superclasses for being a member of a subclass).
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we review the concepts of the COCOON
object model. First we summarize the basic terminology and the object preserving semantics of the
query language operators. Then we focus on the generic update operations. Section 3 shows how to
define views by queries, how to position the result types in the type lattice, and how class predicates
determine the position of the view in the class hierarchy. In this paper, we do not give formal definitions,
rather we use an example-driven presentation. However, we discuss the general problems and solutions
after presenting representative examples. Section 4 compares our approach with some other recent work.
Finally, Section 5 concludes with a summary of the key properties that led to our results.

2 An Object Model
Essentially, the COCOON model as described in [SS90a, SS90b] is an object-function-model
(cf. [WLH90, DMB 87, Day89]). Its constituents are objects, functions, types and classes. The query language, COOL, offers object-preserving as well as object-generating generic query operators plus generic
update operators. In this paper, we do not use object-generating query operators. The key objective in
the design of COOL was its set-oriented, descriptive characteristics, similar to a relational algebra. In
fact, COOL can be seen as an extension of our nested relational query language [SS86].
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2.1 Basic Concepts
COCOON is a core object model, meaning that we focus on the essential ingredients necessary to define
a set-oriented query language. For instance, tuples as a type constructor are excluded from the core.
Basically, all we need is objects (concrete and abstract) and one type constructor, namely set. Other
features can be added later due to the orthogonality of the language [SLR 91].
are instances of abstract data types (ADTs). They can be manipulated only by means of their
interface, a set of functions.
Objects

are instances of concrete types (such as numbers, strings) and constructed types (such as sets).
The distinction from objects is similar to [Bee89].

Data

are described by a name and signature (i.e., domain and range types). Functions can be singleor set-valued, they are the interface operations of types. The implementation is specified separately (we
do not show this here). Notice that we distinguish retrieval functions from methods, that is to say,
functions with side-effects. Unless stated otherwise, we use the term functions in the general sense in
the sequel. Retrieval functions are a uniform abstraction of “attributes” and “relationships” of classical
data models. A useful feature is the capability of defining inverses of functions. This integrity constraint
is enforced by the system during updates. For an example, see below under “types”.

Functions

describe the common interface of all instances of that type, that is, the collection of applicable
functions and their interaction. The latter gives the function’s semantics, which can be specified in the
form of axioms, for example. We do not consider this any further here. So, the definition of a type
basically consists of two parts: a set of functions and a type name.1 The following example defines a
type CompanyT with four functions cname, staff, locations, and open_new_branch.
Types

type CompanyT is_a ObjectT =
cname : string,
staff : set_of EmployeeT inverse employer,
locations : set_of CityT,
. . .
method open_new_branch (CityT);

As we will see later, queries can dynamically produce new types. Those are unnamed, but their set of
functions can be derived from the query by standard type inference.
Subtyping.

If a type is defined as a subtype of another, e.g.

type EmployeeT is_a PersonT = ... ;

then every instance e of the subtype EmployeeT, is also an instance of the supertype PersonT. This is
called multiple instantiation. Consequently, all functions defined on the supertype, PersonT, apply to the
subtype, EmployeeT, too. Further, functions on the subtype may be more restricted than they are on the
supertype (that is, their range may be a subtype of that defined in the supertype). Subtyping defines a
partial order “ ” on types. Internally, the type system is completed to form a lattice of types (the powerset
lattice of the set of all functions in the database schema), such that for any two types their least upper
bound and greatest lower bound are always defined. The top element of the lattice is the most general
type ObjectT (therefore, all instances of defined types in the database are also instances of ObjectT). We
allow multiple inheritance, that is, types may have more than one supertype. We assume that naming
conflicts have already been resolved (for instance, by prefixing function names with type names).
We strictly distinguish types from classes in the following sense (see also [ACO85, Bee89]):
Types are interface specifications (a collection of functions), whereas classes are containers for objects of
some type (type extents). A class C is a collection object (an instance of the metatype class). For each

Classes.

1

In this paper, we write a ...T at the end of an identifier to make clear that it is a type, and a ...C for classes.
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class, there is a set of objects, called its extent (extent(C)). The elements of that set, called members of the
class, are instances of a type, the member_type(C). Due to multiple instantiation, individual members may
be instances of several other types too. Even though classes represent polymorphic sets, type checking of
our language always refers to the unique member type of the involved sets. A class definition specifies
a class name, the member type, the names of superclasses, and an optional class predicate (for the latter
two, see below, under subclasses):
class EmployeeC : EmployeeT some PersonC;

Due to the separation of types and classes, there may be any number of classes for a particular type (for
instance, more than one as the result of selection operations, see below, or none, if we are not interested
in maintaining an explicit extent of that type).
There are several choices as to how to define a subclass relationship. Depending on whether
the member types of two classes are the same or one is a subtype of the other, and depending on whether
the extent of one class is a subset of the extent of the other. That is, we have two known relationships to
consider: subtype and subset. As will be seen, these two often correlate, but they need not. Therefore,
we will always distinguish carefully which one of them holds. We will speak of a subclass relationship
C1 C2 , iff for the two classes it is true that member_type(C1 ) member_type(C2 ) and extent(C1 )
extent(C2 ). Usually, at least one of the ordering relationships will be proper. Consider the following
example:
Subclasses.



type PersonT is_a ObjectT = ...;
type EmployeeT is_a PersonT = ...;
class PersonC : PersonT some ObjectC;
class YoungC : PersonT some PersonC where age < 30;
class EmployeeC : EmployeeT some PersonC;

The class YoungC is a subclass of PersonC with the same type, but a subset of the objects, whereas
EmployeeC is a subclass associated with a subtype of PersonT. The predicate given for class YoungC is a
constraint that all members of YoungC have to be younger than 30. This is a necessary, but not sufficient
condition for members of PersonC to become members of YoungC. Changing the keyword some to all
would indicate a necessary and sufficient condition: in this case the DBMS would automatically classify
persons into the subclass, if the predicate evaluates to true. Notice that, unlike e.g. [D 90, Kim89,
SÖ90], we define the extent of a class C to include the members of all its subclasses.
2.2 Object Algebra
One of our primary goals in the model is a strongly-typed algebra that allows for static type checking
[BTBO89]. This is achieved by using the type associated with a class to check whether the operations
on the class members are legal. We use a set-oriented algebra, where the inputs and outputs of the
operations are sets of objects. Hence, query operators can be applied to extents of classes, set-valued
function results, query results, or set variables. These are collectively called <set-expr> in the sequel.
Formally, a class name C as an argument is a shorthand for extent(C).
Due to the set-oriented style of the query language, objects are typically
unnamed. However, variables can be used as temporary names (“handles”) for objects. They have to be
declared with their type, such that compile-time type checking applies to variables too. For example,
Variables and Assignments.

var My_Chevy : AutomobileT;

declares a variable My_Chevy of type AutomobileT that can, for example, be assigned the result of an
object creation in order to identify the new object in subsequent (update) operations.
( select [P] (<set-expr>) ) returns a subset of the input set of objects, namely those satisfying
the predicate P. The type of the set is unchanged, i.e., it is type(<set-expr>).

Selection
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Projection ( project [A1 , ..., Ai ] (<set-expr>) ). The output of a projection is a set with a usually new
type, a supertype of the input type, as less functions are defined on the output, namely only those listed
in the projection. All objects of the input set are also elements of the output set (object preservation).
Extend ( extend [<fname>:=<expr>,... ] (<set-expr>) ). Projection eliminates functions, extend defines

new derived ones. Obviously, each given function name <fname> must be different from all existing
functions for the type of the input. <expr> can be any legal arithmetic-, boolean-, or set-expression. The
objects of the input set are preserved, that is, extend returns a set with the same objects as the input, but
with a new type, a subtype of the input type (all the old functions plus the new ones are defined on it).
As the extent of classes are sets of objects, we can perform set operations as usual. One
notable point is the criterion for duplicate elimination (or equality determination): equality of abstract
objects is what this usually called identity. So, this is the notion that is used in the set operations2. With
a polymorphic type system, we need no restrictions on operand types of set operations (ultimately, they
are all objects). The result type, however, depends on the input types: for the union it is the lowest
common supertype (in the lattice) of the input types. The difference operation yields a subset of its first
argument with the same type; finally, intersection results in the greatest common subtype.
Set operations.

These are the basic object preserving query operators of our algebra. Other operators, such as join can be
derived from them (cf. Section 3.5). The complete algebra includes an operator (extract) for generating
sets of tuples as query results to communicate with value-oriented environments [SS90b]. Formally, we
do not provide object generating query operators. However, new objects can be derived by combining a
query with an update operator, insert, that generates the new objects (see [SLR 91] for details).
2.3 Update Operations
One of the main objectives of the object-oriented approach is to use only type-specific update operations,
so as to guarantee consistency. We support this functionality in our model by methods: users can apply
type-specific methods to update objects.
As a first extension, like in the relational case, we want to be able to specify set-oriented
updates; that is, identify a set of objects to be updated (e.g., by a query) and apply the update method
to all qualifying objects without programming an explicit loop. This set-oriented update mode can help
increase the performance of updates. We provide a descriptive iterator that takes the update method as
a parameter:
Update.

update [ m ] ( <set-expr> );

The semantics of this statement is obvious: method m is applied to all objects returned by the set
expression. Update could also be called “apply_to_all”.
As a second extension to type-specific update operations, we provide a set of generally applicable
generic update operations. Such generic update operations can be used by type implementors to define
type-specific methods. The generic update operations include insert and delete to create and destroy
objects (possibly in a set-oriented fashion), add and remove to add existing objects to a set or to remove
them from it, respectively, and set to set functions to new values.
takes as arguments a class C, with member type of, say, T, and assignments of values to functions
defined on T. An instance of T is created and added to the specified class, the functions listed are set
to the given values. The class predicate is checked. If violated, the insert is rejected by the integrity
checker. The result of the insert operation is the newly created object. For example, we create a new
instance in class EmployeeC by:

Insert

2

This is the problem of determining uniqueness of objects as mentioned in [Kim89]. The other two problems mentioned
there, heterogeneity and scope of classes, are treated differently in our model: classes are considered homogeneous (all member
objects are instances of the member type), and the extent always includes all subclasses (see above).
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js := insert [ name:=‘John Smith’, address:=..., ... ] ( EmployeeC );

Here, js has to be a variable of type EmployeeT. Notice that we do not create objects that are not
members of any class.
Delete (<set-expr>) destroys all objects v returned by <set-expr>: they are removed from all classes and
function values in the database.

have a weaker effect than insert and delete: they have no impact on the existence of
objects. Rather, existing objects are added to or removed from a set. Both operations take two sets of
objects (e.g., class names or queries) as parameters. The first set of objects is added to or removed from
the second. For example, let E be a query returning some employee objects and c a variable holding a
company object, we can make all employees in E work for c by:
Add and Remove

add [ E ] ( staff(c) );

Notice that we applied the update to the staff function defined on companies, the function employer is
updated automatically, since it is defined to be the inverse of staff.
Add and remove are also used to change class membership of objects dynamically. For example,
if p is a person object, add [{p}] (EmployeeC) makes p a member of class EmployeeC, and thus an
instance of EmployeeT. Conversely, remove [{p}] (EmployeeC) takes p out of EmployeeC (but leaves it
in PersonC, and all other superclasses of EmployeeC, if any). Class predicates are checked upon add
and remove operations. They may lead to ‘rejection’ of the operation: an explicit add will be ignored
if the class predicate is not fulfilled, and an explicit remove will be ignored if the class has a sufficient
class predicate that holds for the object. Generally, membership in a class with sufficient class predicate
is not manipulated explicitly by add/remove, but only implicitly by changing function values used in the
class predicate. For more details on the effects of updates in connection with class prediactes see [LS91].
assigns new values to functions. Let e be a variable holding an employee, then set [ salary=3,000
] (e) assigns a new salary to e. Set is used inside of update and insert and is usually written as an
assignment (salary(e) := 3,000). Type implementors can specify a function-specific method (set_salary,
in the example) to perform the assignment [FBC 87]. Arbitrary computations can be performed in such
a method, e.g., to check some constraints, to update additional information, or even to refuse the update.
For example, updating a derived function may be implemented as either changing the underlying values
or refusing the update.
Set

Notice that the generic update operations may not only be applied to
classes, but also to set-valued attributes and query results. Just as type-specific methods, these operations
are applicable inside an update. For instance, we can add all employees making more than 50K to the
staff of the CS department by the following operation:
Nesting of Update Operations.

update [ add [ select [salary > 50k] (EmployeeC)] (staff )] (select [name = ’CS’] (DepartmentC)).

The example works as follows: a subset of the department class is identified by the selection (this may
or may not be a singleton set here). The departments returned are updated by adding to the set-valued
function staff those employee objects returned by the “inner” selection on the employee class. So, what
happens is that function staff for the CS department(s) changes its value to include the result set of the
inner selection. Notice in particular, that no objects are copied, since objects can be elements of an
arbitrary number of sets without replication (object sharing!).

3 Views and Updates
Classes contained in the global schema are called base classes, objects in these classes are stored as base
objects. Queries can be used to define additional (derived) view classes. The extent of views is usually
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not stored explicitly, but rather computed from the view-defining query upon demand3. Views provide
a specialized interface to some base objects. A user or an application program usually works only with
a small portion of the global schema, a subschema, that is particularly tailored for the task performed.
Such a subschema consists of a collection of base and/or view classes together with the functions defined
on them. Some consistency constraints (concerning closure) have to be enforced for subschemas, we do
not elaborate on them here (see, e.g. [HZ90]). Our view mechanism simply allows arbitrary queries to
serve as view definitions, exactly as in relational DBMSs:
define view <name> as <query>;

After the execution of this statement, <name> will appear as a (persistent) class of the database, just like
base classes. The only difference is that the extent of the view is defined by the <query> expression,
based on the extents of other (view and/or base) classes. Notice that views may, of course, be defined
based on other views. For ease of discussion we will, however, call the underlying class(es) for each
view ‘base class(es)’.
Because views are just another kind of classes, they can be used as arguments of update operations,
just as base classes can. In contrast to the relational model, only a few restrictions have to be imposed.
In fact, all update operators have the same effect as if they were applied to the base class, because the
views’ extents are derived from these.
3.1 Selection Views
Selection views create subclasses containing all objects satisfying the selection predicate. The type
remains unchanged. As an example, we define a view of all companies having at least one branch in
New York (see Fig. 1):



define view NYCompV as
select [name = ‘New York’] (locations) ] ( CompanyC );
select [

This is a well-defined selection, since “
happens to include a (sub) query.



select [name = ‘New York’] (location)” is a valid predicate, which

locations
CompanyC

name
CityC

NYCompV
Figure 1. Selections create subclasses.

Insertion, addition, deletion or removal of an instance in the view NYCompV works on the base class
CompanyC. Insertion of objects that do not fulfill the selection predicate lead to a problem (the same
problem occurs with updates that change the truth value of the class predicate). There are two choices
how to react: (i) reject such insertions/updates (since they violate some kind of closure property [Heg90,
HZ90], or (ii) allow them by inserting into the base class/updating the object and determining “visibility”
in the view by the selection predicate. Commercial relational DBMSs implement the second choice.
Note that the problem is not due to ambiguities in the update translation, but rather one of what you want
to allow. One might argue which way to go. The following example creates a new object ThisComp
through the view (assuming variable paris holds a city object with name ’NewYork’):



ThisComp := insert [ cname := ..., locations:= { paris }, president:= ... ] ( NYCompV );
3

Even though views may be materialized for performance reasons, but then care must be taken to keep them consistent
or to invalidate them.
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If this view update is admitted, the classifying predicate of the selection view determines that the inserted
object does not satisfy the condition for view membership. Thus, the new object is not visible in the
view. It would, however, be inserted into the base class. Similarly, when some company c is updated
by adding a New York branch office to it’s locations, the update makes c a member of the NYCompV
view. If the last branch office in New York of a NYCompV object is removed, the company is no longer
a member of the view class.
In any case, to guarantee integrity after updates, the system has to automatically re-classify objects
after updates: A selection view defines a derived class V as a subclass of its base class B by a predicate
P. The effect is exactly the same as if the DB schema contained the following class definition (both, B
and V, have as member type some type T):
define class V: T all B where P;

In this case, we clearly expect the system to guarantee V’s extent to be exactly that subset of objects
in B’s extent satisfying predicate P. That is, even if we choose solution (i) for the above view update
problem, we will have to change class membership automatically when function values are changed that
affect class predicates. Therefore, we adopt the second choice and admit such insertions/additions into
selection views. A more ‘conservative’ view update semantics can always be achieved by overriding
the generic add and insert operators. Other modifications of objects in the view pose no problems, all
methods from the base class are available.
3.2 Difference Views
A difference view is a subclass of the minuend and contains all objects that are not member of the
subtrahend. The result type is that of the minuend, that is, the type of the subtrahend does not affect
the operation at all. As an example, we can define companies having at least one branch in New York
but do not produce automobiles:
define view NYDiffCompV as
NYCompV
( select [ ‘Automobile’


products ] (CompanyC) );

In general, there always exists a selection expression that yields the same result as the difference. Such
selection expressions are applied to the minuend with the predicate that excludes objects contained in
the subtrahend. In the example, we use a dummy variable c to formulate the query (similar to the self
or this standard identifiers of other languages):
define view NYDiffCompV as
select [ c (select [ ‘Automobile’






products ] (CompanyC)) ] ( c : NYCompV );

Because difference is a special kind of selection, we do not need to discuss updates any further, we
already know how to update selection views.
3.3 Union Views
A union view is a superclass of the two classes constructing it. Its extent contains all members of the
base classes, and its type is the intersection of the two sets of functions applicable to the bases classes
(that is, the least upper bound in the type lattice). If a function f is defined in both base classes, the
union type contains f with the union of the both ranges as range of f4. For example, we create a view
of legal entities that contains companies and persons:
define view LegalEntityV as PersonC union CompanyC;
4

As already mentioned, function names are assumed to be unique. Therefore, if a function name occurs twice, both
occurrences mean the same function (possibly with different range restrictions).
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LegalEntityV

locations

CompanyC

PersonC

bdate

Figure 2. Unions create superclasses.

The function name is the only one applicable to members of the LegalEntityV view. All other
functions of companies or persons are only available in the context of either CompanyT or PersonT.
As for updates there is one inherent problem in union views: If we want to insert or add objects to
the view, we have to propagate these to at least one base class. But, which one to choose? In general,
the choice is ambiguous, so we either have to disallow such updates, or to include the object into both
base classes. Class predicates associated with the base classes, if any, could eventually determine which
one will contain the new object. Since class predicates are optional, however, we can not rely on this
solution. Our choice is therefore, to propagate insert and add to both base classes of union views.
Nevertheless, users can define insert and add methods specific to the view’s type.
All other generic update operations are applicable to union views (delete, set, remove) in the obvious
way: They propagate to both base classes, CompanyC and PersonC. Particularly, remove puts objects
out of both extents (if they were members). Further, as with all views, any methods included in the
result type can be applied.
3.4 Intersection Views
Views defined by the intersection of two classes are subclasses of them containing objects that are
members of both base classes. Therefore the result type includes the functions of both classes’ types
(it is the greatest lower bound of the input types). As an example, we can define working students via
the following intersection:
define view WorkStudV as StudentC intersect EmployeeC;
PersonC

name

hiredate
soc#

dept

StudentC

EmployeeC

salary

gpa

WorkStudV
Figure 3. Intersections create subclasses.

Users of this view are permitted to apply all functions (and methods; none is shown here) of students
(name, dept, and gpa) and of employees (name, hiredate, soc#, and salary). These functions applied to the
members of the view yield the same results as applied to the base classes, because the objects are the same.
Analogously to the union operation, there is a problem in removal from intersection views: due to
the symmetry of intersection, it is ambiguous to which underlying class the remove operation should be
propagated. Our choice is, again, to propagate to both base classes.5 Inserting or adding objects to the
view propagates and adds them into both base classes. Propagation of deletion or modification (set) is
straightforward, because of object preservation.
5

Again, users can define type-specific remove methods as appropriate.
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3.5 Projection Views
Projection views are superclasses of their underlying base class with changed types. The list of functions
that can be used in the view determines the result type. Projection “has no effect” on the instance level,
it just affects object types by “hiding” some functions (like a “type cast”), that is, the extent is the same
as the base class. For example, we may wish to “hide” the salary from the users of a view PublicEmpV
on EmployeeC by projecting away the salary function:
define view PublicEmplV as project [ name,soc#,hiredate ] ( EmployeeC );

PersonC

name

soc#

PublicEmplV

hiredate

salary

EmployeeC
Figure 4. Projections create superclasses.

Users of this view operate on exactly the same objects (the same extent) as those in EmployeeC, they
can use all the employee functions (including methods), except salary (see Fig. 4)6. Therefore the type
of PublicEmplV is a supertype of EmployeeC but a subtype of PersonC.
Updates performed on the view will also affect the members of class EmployeeC, since they are the
same as those of PublicEmplV. Inserting, adding, deleting and removing objects in a projection view is
feasible. Suppose we create a new employee in the view, using the following operation:
NewEmp := insert [ name := ..., addr := ..., soc# := ... ] ( PublicEmplV );

The insert works as if it were applied to the base class, EmployeeC. The only difference is that we can
not assign a salary using the generic assignment (set) operator, since this would result in a type checking
error. However, as the types of objects also contain methods, projections can also specify the subset of
methods retained in the view. In particular, our example projection may hide a retrieval function (such
as salary) but contain the corresponding update method (such as give_raise or assign_salary). In this
case, a value associated with the object can be updated but can not be retrieved by the users of this
view. As a consequence, projection views can be used to restrict access privileges in a rather elaborate
way: modification can be permitted where retrieval is forbidden or vice versa. In case a class predicate
on the base class states that certain functions (such as salary) have to have a value (i.e., are total),
insertions into projection views that eliminate these functions are automatically refused by checking the
class predicate upon insertion.

6
Here we see that the objects are instances of two types at the same time. In order to decide type safeness of function
applications, type checking works on the class level: using the salary function on class PublicEmplV would result in a
(compile-time) type error, even though each employee object “has” both types, EmployeeT and PublicEmplT.
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3.6 Extend Views
Views defined by extend are subclasses, the type of which contains some additional, derived functions.
The view’s extent is identical to that of its superclass. We can, for instance, define a derived function
resp_for (“responsible for”) for employee objects by the following query (see Fig. 5):
define view PresEmplV as
extend [ resp_for := select [president=e] (CompanyC) ] ( e : EmployeeC );

Inserting, adding, deleting, removing objects to/from the view propagates to the base class and vice
versa. Further, all methods can be applied.
In this respect, projection views and extend views behave similar. Both create new classes, whose
extent has to be identical to that of the underlying classes. The new classes could have been introduced
in the DB schema equivalently by:
define class V: VT all C;

That is, extent(V)=extent(C) and VT

member_type(C) for extend and vice versa for project.

The values of the extended function, resp_for in the example, can not be updated directly by
assignments (set). This is not particular to views, but occurs with all derived functions, because their
values are calculated. They are updated indirectly instead, by changing other functions’ values. In the
example above, changing the president value of a company object may update the value of resp_for for
some employee objects.
president
CompanyC

EmployeeC

resp_for
PresEmplV
Figure 5. Extend defines subtypes with new functions.

Disallowing the manipulation of extended functions’ values seems quite a strong restriction. However,
all this really means is that we can not assign a new value “out of the blue” to such a function. But if
the function value is a (set of) other object(s), we can update this (or these) object(s). In the example,
since resp_for returns companies, we can apply all (generic and type-specific) update operations to these
companies. Some of these updates may have an effect on the derived function: if we change the value
of the president function for the objects in resp_for, this may lead to resp_for return another value next
time for the current employee!
3.7 Join Views
Joins are usually used to combine objects that are related by some ’relationship’ expressed as a logical
predicate over their values in some functions (attributes). The relationships that are of most interest
are realized via functions in our model. So, only a few other relationships may eventually need to be
established by some kind of join.
We have already seen a way of establishing new ‘relationships’ among objects, namely, defining new
functions between them: the extend operator does this. So, one way of expressing join views in our
model is to define the required relationship as a new function connecting the matching pairs of objects.
For example, to support queries like “employees living in a town in which some (not necessarily
their) company is located” — which would require an (equi-) join of the two corresponding relations
11

on the predicate “COMP.LOC=EMP.ADDR” in a relational DB —, we can define a view OuterJoinV
over the employee class by introducing a new function LocalComp returning companies located at the
employee’s home town by the following extend operation:
define view OuterJoinV as
extend [ LocalComp := select [address


location] (CompanyC) ] ( EmployeeC );

The view OuterJoinV will be a subclass of EmployeeC containing all EmployeeC objects. The new
function returns the set of “join partners” (which may also be empty). To implement an inner equi join,
an additional selection with the predicate “LocalComp
” must be applied, for example:
define view InnerJoinV as select [ LocalComp





] ( OuterJoinV );

address

location

CompanyC

EmployeeC

LocalComp

OuterJoinV

InnerJoinV
Figure 6. Outer and inner join defined by extend views.

“Joining” objects by means of the extend operator is object preserving, that is, the result of this
join is a new “relationship” among existing objects. Update operations on “join” views behave exactly
as discussed for extend views. That is, all updates are allowed, except simply assigning a new value
to LocalComp. For example, values of employee and/or company functions may be changed, deletion
and removal of employees is also possible, and all type-specific methods may be applied. Particularly,
an object may be added or removed from the view indirectly by changing a company’s location, or the
address of an employee (cf. selection views).
The reader may have noticed that ‘joining’ by means of the extend operator is not a symmetrical
operator. We have discusses this problem in depth in [SS90a]. In short, we can provide a symmetric
solution by extending the other class with the inverse function. Alternatives for join-like operations
include object generating ones and tuple (pairs of objects) generating ones. Comparisons with other
query languages’ solutions to this problem are also contained in that other paper.
3.8 Typing, Classification, and Composite Queries
In the sections above we have defined the query operators in terms of result type and extent. We have also
shown how updates on views can be propagated to the underlying base class(es). The types and extents
of query results have been positioned relative to their operand class(es). To complete the discussion, let
us now discuss three remaining problems (cf. [Kim89]):
1. What is the final position of the result type in the type lattice?
2. What is the final position of the result class (i.e., the view) in the class hierarchy?
3. How are types and extents derived for views defined by composite queries (or, equivalently, views
defined over views) and can they be updated?
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For the type changing operators project and extend (as well as union, intersection) we have
defined the result type and whether it is a sub- or supertype of the input type. However, this result type
need not be an immediate sub- or supertype. For example, consider the view defined by the following
expression (see the left part of Fig. 7):
Typing.

define view EmpV as project [name, hiredate] ( EmployeeC );

Result types have to be positioned in the type lattice consistent with the other existing types. This
may lead to the new type being placed further up or down the hierarchy. In the example, EmpV moves
up the lattice beyond PublicEmpV. Also, it may be necessary to introduce several other new types as
intermediate nodes in the type hierarchy. For example, consider the view V defined by projecting the
name, soc# and salary of EmployeeC (cf. [GTC 90, MS89]). Here, in order to get function inheritance
right, an additional (anonymous) type is ‘introduced’ (see Fig. 7).7
The typing problem and the reorganization of the type lattice is nevertheless rather straightforward.
The type lattice is actually (a part of) the powerset lattice over the set of all functions in the global
schema. Complete algorithms for insertion into a type lattice, including complexity analyses, are given
in [MS89], for instance.
PersonC

name

name

hiredate

hiredate

EmpV

soc#

PublicEmplV

PersonC

soc#

EmpV

?

PublicEmplV

V

V:= project [name,soc#,salary]
(EmployeeC)

salary

salary

EmployeeC

EmployeeC

Figure 7. Absolute typing of projection.

Operations affecting the extent, especially selections, pose another problem. In order to
position the result extent correctly in the class (i.e., subset) hierarchy, we have to decide class predicate
implication: class S is subclass of C if C’s predicate implies that of S.

Classification.

It is well-known that predicate subsumption is undecidable in general. So, how can we succeed in
positioning a view in the class lattice ?
There are two ways out: (i) Permit only decidable predicates. Research on knowledge representation
languages in the KL-ONE family [BS85] shows that, even with quite strong restrictions on the form of
allowed predicates, the problem remains undecidable [SS89, Neb90]. In our case, in the presence of
computed functions and subqueries, the situation is even worse. (ii) Implement an incomplete decision
procedure. This means to consider only those parts of the class predicates during the classification
that are known to be decidable. The position determined by the incomplete classification procedure is
guaranteed to be correct, but there may be cases where the view could have been placed further down
the class lattice, if the complete class predicate had been used. We have chosen that second solution
for our implementation. The simplest and straightforward solution would be not to classify at all, but
then selections will always result in direct subclasses. Besides the less informative class hierarchy that
would be presented to the user in this case, this has other (performance) penalties. In case of queries,
7
Formally, since the type hierarchy, as defined by the user, is internally completed into a lattice, this ‘new’ type has
already been present before.
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a known subclass relationship can help to optimize: for example, an intersection between two classes
can be reduced to a simpler expression with only one class, if one is known to be a subset of the other.
Furthermore, consistent processing of update operations, for example, insertions into a class, is also
faster the more accurate the class hierarchy is: insertion into a subclass automatically inserts into all
superclasses. If the class hierarchy were a complete lattice, nothing more had to be checked. otherwise,
we have to check the (instantiated) class predicates of all other classes too.
Views defined by composite queries are well-defined, since we can stepwise compute
result types and extents (since the model is closed and the operators combine orthogonally). However,
the final view extent and type may be rather “far” away from the input in the class and type lattice,
respectively. Each operator introduces an intermediate class and type, so if we want to keep the final
result “connected” to the input in the lattices, we have to insert these intermediate nodes too. One might
ask, how are names to be given to these intermediate types and classes. First of all, they need not
be named, since we would not want to use them in declarations (for types) or queries (for classes) by
explicit names. Alternatively, we can easily add syntactic sugar to give explicit names to intermediate
results in a query.
Composite queries.

We illustrate the classification of composite queries by the following example that uses a well-known
algebraic equivalence of the relational algebra:
define view V1 as select [age > 20] ( project [age, name] (PersonC) );
define view V2 as project [age, name] ( select [age > 20] (PersonC) );

V1 first generates an intermediate class with all person objects but an associated member type that is
a supertype of PersonT. Then it results in the final class V1 being a subclass of that intermediate with
the same type, but only a subset of the extent. V2 proceeds the other way round: first a subset of
extent(PersonC) is created with an unchanged type. Subsequently we keep this intermediate extent for
the result class V2 but it has a supertype. As suggested by Figure 8, the two expressions are in fact
equivalent.

name
project [..] (Person)

age

V1
subset

bdate

PersonC
subtype

select
project

V2
select [..] (Person)

Figure 8. Classifying composite queries

This example also serves as a good argument for strictly separating subtype and subset relationships
among classes (also see [Bee89]): If we use the subclass relationship that combines subtype and subset,
then neither is V1 a subclass of PersonC nor vice-versa. If, however, we separate the two concepts,
two relationships hold between V1 (or V2) and PersonC — but in opposite directions! The view class
V1 has a member_type, say VT, that is a supertype of PersonT, but the extent of V1 is a subset of
extent(PersonC)! Graphically, with two kinds of arrows, one for ‘subset_of’ and one for ‘subtype_of’,
we have the “cyclic” situation shown in Figure 8.
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Updating composite views can be regarded as a cascade of update propagations via the intermediate
classes that are in fact views. That is, update operators applied to a composite view have the same effect
as if they were applied to the intermediate view, created as predecessor while the stepwise computation
of the composite view. Updating this intermediate view, however, also propagates to its predecessor,
and so on until the propagation affects a base class. Therefore, updating composite views is restricted
to those update operators that can be stepwise propagated.

4 Related Work
Recently, there have been other proposals for view support in ooDBMSs [AB91, HZ90, SJGP90].
They are fundamentally different in that our approach is the only one that uses the standard ways of
defining views by nothing else than query language expressions. They either introduce special view
definition features [AB91] or use other facilities of their systems (FUGUE [HZ90] uses type hierarchies
for information hiding, POSTGRES [SJGP90] uses the rule system to simulate views).
The O2 approach of [AB91] introduces special constructs for defining “virtual classes”. They try to
use the query language “as much as possible” in their view capability, however, some functionality is
duplicated (for instance, union and intersection as “generalization and specialization abstractions”). They
use a slightly modified version of the O2 data model, dropping the distinction between (stored) attributes
and (derived) methods. This is a first way of introducing derived information in the form of computed
attribute values; this feature is included in our model from the beginning. In some respects, their views
more general than ours, for instance they can hide functions (i.e., project away) not only in one class,
but automatically in all subclasses. Our projection views, in contrast, hide the attribute only from the
one class that is the view’s base class, so we would have to derive views from all subclasses explicitly.
What they called “behavioral abstraction”, i.e., deriving a virtual class as the union of all classes whose
type contains some given functions, is possible in our approach using queries that mix the meta-level and
the object level. We allow such queries, however, they have not been discussed here [Tre91]. On the
other hand, our approach is more general in that it allows all legal queries to serve as view definitions,
without introducing any “imaginary” new objects. This includes joins, for which they have to maintain
internal data to make sure that the new view objects get the same ID every time the view is queried.
The most important difference, however, lies in the simplicity of our approach, since just use the query
language for view definitions.
FUGUE [HZ88] allows multiple instantiation and each type of an object serves as one view onto
it. More general view mechanisms are discussed in [HZ90]. There, “view” means what we called a
subschema above, that is, a collection of base and derived classes, subject to some closure constraints.
What corresponds to our views are additional types (and collections of objects of these new types) defined
in their “views”. The mechanism is more general, since each new type may be implemented differently
over the existing types. this includes issues such as object preservation versus object generation, and
whether one view object correspond to one or many base objects. While the underlying algebra of [SZ89b,
SZ89a] does not provide object-preserving operator semantics, they can simulate object-preserving views
by a type that implements object identity by using the OIds of some other (i.e., the base) objects. Updates
on their views are possible, if the implementor of the derived types provides the corresponding methods
(which may be implemented using methods of the base types). Their view mechanism basically builds
on abstraction mechanisms of object-oriented programming rather than on a generic query language.
A similar approach can be found in [TYI88], where ‘virtual’ classes can be defined over Smalltalk
classes. Virtual classes are defined by a (class) predicate that determines membership. The do not permit
multiple inheritance, nor do they operators changing the type of objects. However, new methods can
be defined for virtual classes.
The new POSTGRES rule system (PRS2, see [SJGP90]) can also be used to establish the functionality
of views: Rules can define derived relations, and other rules can specify update semantics for these view
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relations. As the rule language is more powerful than our query language, their views are more general
than ours. On the other hand, we provide a standard way of view definitions together with a standard
update semantics. Similar to their approach, our update semantics can be changed as appropriate. In
PRS2 this is achieved by defining rules, in our approach by overriding some of the generic update
operators and/or defining type-specific methods.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we presented a simple approach to views in object-oriented databases. Like in relational
systems, queries can be used to define the extents of virtual classes, that is, collections of objects that
are derived from some base classes. The presentation was informal and intended to carry over the ideas,
not the exact details. A more formal treatment is contained in [LS91]. The central idea is that once
the query language fulfills some basic requirements, its use for defining updatable views follows quite
naturally. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, this is the only object-oriented query language with such a
view capability. In contrast to other approaches, we can use arbitrary queries to define views, in exactly
the same way as in relational query languages. In the sequel we summarize the properties of the query
language that have been essential for the view definition capability and the view update semantics:
–
–
–

object preservation,
type/class separation,
multiple instantiation and multiple class membership.

If some of these properties are not met by a language, we will see that our solutions will fail, partly or
completely. Thus, the results we obtained are not bound to the COOL language, but to these properties.
Object preservation is the central concept. It is crucial for a straightforward view definition facility.
Object preserving operator semantics means that the results of queries are (some of) the existing objects
from the database. The other choices are: object-generating operators (results are objects, but newly
generated ones) or tuple-generating operators (results are data, not objects). Examples of query languages
with tuple-generating and/or object-generating semantics are [AK89, ASL89, SZ89b]. If queries just
return data about objects, e.g. relations of tuple values: how could one try to apply updates to query
results? Updating the result relation will not affect the objects. Such query semantics are useful for
output purposes, for interfacing with value-oriented systems, or for restructuring operations [HS91], but
not for updatable views. If a query language generates objects that are new, similar problems arise:
we might apply methods, but how can they affect the original objects? One can, of course, play some
implementation tricks, such as keeping the old OId as a “hidden” field, but this is a hack rather than
a clear concept. To our knowledge, the object algebra of [SÖ90] and that of [HFW90] are the only
other (algebraic) languages with object preserving operators. They also mention view support as one
of the reasons for that semantics, but view updates have not yet been investigated. Some rule-based
languages, such as F-logic [KL89], can specify object-preserving as well as object-generating operations,
since there, OIds are available in the language.
The type/class separation, that can also be found in [Bee89, HFW90], is a consequence of object
preservation: if both projections and selections are to preserve objects, and if composite select/project
queries are permitted, we need this separation in order to connect the view class properly with the base
class. The position of query results in the type and class hierarchies have to be less precise without
this distinction (see [Kim89], where all query results are direct subclasses of “OBJECT”). Particularly,
this separation of the difficult classification problem from typing allows for a strongly typed language
with precise type inferencing. Furthermore, no algebra operation changes both, type and extent, except
for union and intersection of two classes with differing types. So, the separation is a clarification of
distinct concepts.
Multiple instantiation and multiple class membership are an immediate consequence of object preservation: since projection, for example, changes the type, all objects in the result “acquired” a new type.
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If we consider objects in query results as being members of the result class as well as the input class(es),
we can treat updates to query results in the same way as updates to stored classes and the updates
propagate automatically. [Kim89] does not permit multiple class membership, another reason why view
support is non-trivial in this model (views are mentioned in the paper as an important concept, but no
solutions are presented).
Classification of query results has been mentioned in [Kim89] as a problem to be solved for closed
query languages. But the positioning of result classes there (directly below “OBJECT”) is not very
helpful. With the separation into two hierarchies and with multiple instantiation and class membership,
however, we can keep the position of the query result very close to the input class(es). None of the
previous work we have seen offers similar solutions. The model described in [Day89] is quite close to
our approach. View definition is also recognized as important. The presentation of the query language,
however, does not elaborate on view definitions, updates via views are not investigated, neither is the
placement of results in the lattices.
Dynamic reclassification during updates: More automatic classification functionality known from AI
systems becomes necessary when we take into account, that objects can dynamically gain and loose types
during their life time. In particular, update operations may affect the type and classification of objects;
a change of an existing object can make it a member of a more specific class (because now it satisfies
it’s class predicate) or a more general one (if the class predicate of it’s current class is violated by the
update). Examples for this have been discussed above for selection views.
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